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Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
Relating to a nonpartisan advisory redistricting commission. 
 

Minutes:                                                  Att # 1, 2, 3, 4 –Sen Joan Heckaman 

 
Chairman Davison: We will open SB2324. 
 
Sen Joan Heckaman, Dist. 23: I am the sponsor of this bill. (see att #1, #2, #3, #4) 
Attachment #4 tells what other states are doing. Any questions? 
 
Sen. Shawn Vedaa: When I look at a new district, I think of small. Is this not as prevalent in 
rural but more urban. How we draw these lines? 
 
Sen Heckaman: I think it is state wide. It is happening. My district is an example. In 2000, 
there was gerrymandering. I am looking at an independent commission. I know there are 
block cut out to benefit districts. Other states are finding there are fairer ways.  
 
Sen. Shawn Vedaa: I think you will find that people will explain that is has to do with 
population. Districts change. 
 
Chairman Davison: How did you identify in section one, the people you choose? Is that your 
choice? 
 
Sen. Heckaman: Somewhat from other states so. I looked at retired judges, etc. that I 
thought would be non-partisan. L.C. looked at other states and seeing how they formed their 
commission. Urbans are growing and rural not. My district may be absorbed. (14.30) 
 
John Bjornson, Legislative Council Director (L.C.): We are neutral. I can talk about the 
history. Between 1930 and 1965, there was not redistricting on N.D. In `964 the Supreme 
Court made the decision that district should be equal. N.D.  was in a state of litigation for 10 
years. I came to L.C. in 1988. In 1991 there was an interim committee set up with 8 House 
and 8 Senate people. We provided staff and I was legal counsel. Dr Floyd Hickock created 
huis own computer program and had a unique system for us. He was the only one who could 
create these maps. In 2001, we found commercial software became an option. Our office did 
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the redistricting. We worked with a 16-member interim committee. Constitutionally, we can 
have no more than 54 districts and no less than 40. That number is determined by the interim 
committee. Our population has increased again so the districts will increase again, maybe 
over 16,000 people per district. This will affect every district in North Dakota. (22.20) Some 
people do not fill out the census form so that is a problem. 
 
Sen. Kristin Roers: South Fargo will have to shrink. My southern border is the diversion line. 
Are you allowed to consider things out side of just population? That line is a barrier. 
 
John: Great question. (23.46) Population is the guiding one. Communities of interest, 
division of political subdivisions are considered, also. We did not think Sen. Heckaman’s 
district would service two redistricting’s ago. We should not divide large minority populations 
either, 
 
Sen. Erin Oban: Can you print all of us maps from censuses?  
 
John: Sure 
 
Chairman Davison: Any more support?  Against? Hearing is closed. (27.23) 
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Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
Relating to a nonpartisan advisory redistricting commission. 
 

Minutes:                                                   

 
Chairman Davison: Look at SB2324. Any amendments out there? 
 
Sen. Erin Oban: I forgot I was going to. It was minor. Line 21, page 1. I do not think specifying 
the number of districts in Code is necessary. It is between 40 and 54 in Code. (.46) 
 
Chairman Davison: I don’t feel out system is broke.  I see challenges in other states. 
 
Sen. Jay Elkin: I agree. What is the purpose of this bill? I believe the system we have does 
work. 
 
Sen. Erin Oban: The bill would say that the individuals responsible for redistricting after a 
census, would be a combination of the seven members, out lined in lines 10-19. The last 
census, Sen. Heckaman outlined this in testimony. I don’t think this should be partisan. The 
committee is 12 to 4 in favor of majority party. That is wrong, I feel.  
 
Sen. Kristin Roers: Did she bring in examples from other states? How abnormal is our 
process? 
 
Chairman Davison: I think the process is different in every state. Some has been defined in 
the courts because of the corruption in some states. (3.52) It is caused by both sides. I was 
part of the redistricting as a district chair. It is a matter of your perspective. 
 
Sen. Erin Oban: It may not be broken; just that it can be better. (5.21) 
 
Vice Chair Meyer: I move a DO NOT PASS.                         Sen. Jay Elkin: I second. 
 
Sen. Shawn Vedaa: On this example of 50 people from Sen. Heckaman. There was no 
example of both winning. 
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Chairman Davison: Any more discussion. 
 
Sen. Erin Oban: One more fact. Myself, Sen. Davison, Sen Meyer, and Sen. Roers all 
represent districts that could be swayed a different way by shifting 100 people. (6.18) 
 
Chairman Davison: Anymore? 
 
Vice Chair Meyer: We don’t know what each block will do to change the vote. 
 
Chairman Davison: Take the role:   YES --  5        NO  --  2       -0-absent. 
The DO NOT PASS – passed.    Chairman Davison will carry the bill. 
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